Deformable image registration and regression are important tasks in medical image analysis. However, they are computationally expensive, especially when analyzing large-scale datasets that contain thousands of images. Hence, cluster computing is typically used, making the approaches dependent on such computational infrastructure. Even larger computational resources are required as study sizes increase. This limits the use of deformable image registration and regression for clinical applications and as component algorithms for other image analysis approaches. We therefore propose using a fast predictive approach to perform image registrations. In particular, we employ these fast registration predictions to approximate a simplified geodesic regression model to capture longitudinal brain changes. The resulting method is orders of magnitude faster than the standard optimization-based regression model and hence facilitates large-scale analysis on a single graphics processing unit (GPU). We evaluate our results on 3D brain magnetic resonance images (MRI) from the ADNI datasets.
Introduction
Longitudinal image data provides us with a wealth of information to study aging processes, brain development and disease progression. Such studies, for example ADNI [1] and the Rotterdam study [2] , involve analyzing thousands of images. In fact, even larger studies will be available in the near future. For example, the UK Biobank [3] targets on the order of 100,000 images once completed. With the number of images increasing, large-scale image analysis typically resorts to using compute clusters for parallel processing. While this is, in principle, a viable solution, increasingly larger compute clusters will become necessary for such studies. Alternatively, more efficient algorithms can reduce computational requirements, which then facilitates computations on individual computers or much smaller compute clusters, interactive (e.g., clinical) applications, efficient algorithm development, and use of these efficient algorithms as components in more sophisticated analysis approaches (which may use them as part of iterative processes). * Data used in preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). As such, the investigators within the ADNI contributed to the design and implementation of ADNI and/or provided data but did not participate in analysis or writing of this report. A complete listing of ADNI investigators can be found at: http://adni.loni.usc.edu/wp-content/uploads/how_ to_apply/ADNI_Acknowledgement_List.pdf Image registration is a key task in medical image analysis to study deformations between images. Building on image registration approaches, image regression models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have been developed to analyze deformation trends in longitudinal imaging studies. One such approach is geodesic regression (GR) [4, 7, 8] which (for images) build on the large displacement diffeomorphic metric mapping model (LDDMM) [14] . In general, GR generalizes linear regression to Riemannian manifolds. When applied to longitudinal image data, it can compactly express spatial image transformations over time. However, the solution to the underlying optimization problem is computationally expensive. Hence, a simplified, approximate, GR approach has been proposed [15] (SGR) to decouple the computation of the regression geodesic into pairwise image registrations. However, even such a simplified GR approach would require months of computation time on a single graphics processing unit (GPU) to process thousands of 3D image registrations for large-scale imaging studies such as ADNI [1] . The primary reason computational bottleneck for SGR are the optimization required to compute pair-wise registrations.
Recently, efficient approaches have been proposed for deformable image registration [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . In particular, for LDDMM, which is the basis of GR approaches for images, registrations can be dramatically sped up, by either working with finite-dimensional Lie algebras [22] and frequency diffeomorphisms [21] , or by fast In the encoder-decoder network (middle), the inputs are patches from the moving image and the target image at the same spatial location; the outputs are the predicted initial momenta (i.e., m 1 , . . . , mn) of the corresponding patches. Conv: Convolutional layer; Conv T : transpose of convolutional layer. In the simple geodesic regression (SGR) part, all the pairwise initial momenta are averaged according to Eq. (9) to produce the initial momentum of the regression geodesic (marked red).
predictive image registration (FPIR) [19, 20] . FPIR predicts the initial conditions (specifically, the initial momentum) of LDDMM, which fully characterize the geodesic and the spatial transformation using a learned a patchbased deep regression model. Because numerical optimization of standard LDDMM registration is replaced by a single prediction step, followed by optional correction steps [20] , FPIR is dramatically faster than optimizationbased LDDMM without compromising registration accuracy, as measured on several registration benchmarks [23] .
Besides FPIR, other predictive image registration approaches have been proposed. Dosovitskiy et al. [24] use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to directly predict optical flow. Liu et al. [25] use an encoder-decoder network to synthesize video frames. Schuster et al. [26] investigate strategies to improve optical flow prediction via a CNN. Cao et al. [16] use a sampling strategy and CNN regression to directly learn the mapping from moving and target image pairs to the final deformation field. Miao et al. [17] use CNN regression for 2D/3D rigid registration. Sokooti et al. [18] use CNNs to directly predict a 3D displacement vector field from input image pairs. An unsupervised approach for image registration was proposed by de Vos et al. [27] ; here, the loss function is the image similarity measure between images themselves and a deformation is parameterized via a spatial transformer (which essentially amounts to a parameterized model of deformation in image registration) which generates the sought-for displacement vector field. In [28] , Hong et al. employ a low-dimensional band-limited representation of velocity fields in Fourier space [22] to speed up SGR [15] for population-based image analysis.
In this work, we will build on FPIR, as it is a desirable approach for brain image registration for the following reasons: First, FPIR predicts the initial momentum of LDDMM and therefore inherits the theoretical properties of LDDMM. Consequently, FPIR results in diffeomorphic transformations, even though predictions are computed in a patch-by-patch manner; this can not be guaranteed by most other prediction methods. Second, patch-wise prediction allows for training of the prediction models based on a very small number of images, containing a large number of patches. Third, by using a patch-wise approach, even highresolution image volumes can be processed without running into memory issues on a GPU. Fourth, none of the existing predictive methods address longitudinal data. However, as both FPIR and SGR are based on LDDMM, they naturally integrate and hence result in our proposed fast predictive simple geodesic regression (FPSGR) approach.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
Predictive geodesic regression We use a fast predictive registration approach for image geodesic regression. Different to [20] , we specifically validate that our approach can indeed capture the frequently subtle deformation trends of longitudinal image data.
Large-scale dataset capability Our predictive regression approach facilitates large-scale image regression within a short amount of time on a single GPU, instead of requiring months of computation time for standard optimization-based methods on a single computer, or on a compute cluster.
Accuracy We assess the accuracy of FPSGR by (1) studying linear models of atrophy scores (which are derived from the nonlinear SGR model) over time, as well as (2) correlations between atrophy scores and various diagnostic groups.
Validation We demonstrate the performance of FPSGR by analyzing > 6000 images of the ADNI-1 / ADNI-2 datasets. For comparison, we also perform SGR using numerical optimization for the registrations, again on the complete ADNI-1 / ADNI-2 datasets.
This work is an extension of a recent conference paper [29] .
In particular, all our experiments are now in 3D. We also added significantly more results to further explore the behavior of FPSGR in comparison to optimization-based SGR.
In particular, we added (a) an example to visualize the performance of regression models and associated quantitative comparisons (Sec. Organization. The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes FPSGR, Sec. 3 discusses the experimental setup and the training of the prediction models. In Sec. 4, we present experimental results for 3D MR brain images. The paper concludes with a summary and an outlook on future work.
Fast predictive simple geodesic regression
Our fast predictive simple geodesic regression approach is a combination of two methods: First, fast predictive image registration (FPIR) and, second, integration of FPIR with simple geodesic regression (SGR). Both FPIR and SGR are based on the shooting formulation of LDDMM [7] ; Fig. 1 illustrates our overall approach. The individual components are described in the following.
LDDMM
Shooting-based LDDMM and geodesic regression minimize
where I 0 is the initial image (known for image-to-image registration and to be determined for geodesic regression), m 0 is the initial momentum, K is a smoothing operator that connects velocity v and momentum m as v = Km and m = Lv with K = L −1 , σ > 0 is a weight, Y i is the measured image at time t i (there will be only one such image for image-to-image registration at t = 1), and d 2 (I 1 , I 2 ) denotes the image similarity measure between I 1 and I 2 (for example L 2 or geodesic distance); ad * is the dual of the negative Jacobi-Lie bracket of vector fields: 
FPIR
Fast predictive image registration [19, 20] aims at predicting the initial momentum, m 0 , between a source and a target image patch-by-patch. Specifically, we use a deep encoder-decoder network to predict the patch-wise momentum. As shown in Fig. 1 , in 3D the inputs are two layers of 15 × 15 × 15 image patches (15 × 15 in 2D), where the two layers are from the source and target images respectively. Two patches are taken at the same position by two parallel encoders, which learn features independently. The output is the predicted initial momentum in the x, y and z directions (obtained by numerical optimization on the training samples). Basically, the network is split into an encoder and a decoder part. An encoder consists of 2 blocks of three 3 × 3 × 3 convolutional layers with PReLU activations, followed by another 2 × 2 × 2 convolution+PReLU with a stride of two, serving as a "pooling" operation. The number of features in the first convolutional layer is 64 and increases to 128 in the second. In the decoder, three parallel decoders share the same input generated from the encoder. Each decoder is the inverse of the encoder except for using 3D transposed convolution layers with a stride of two to perform "unpooling", and no non-linearity at the end. To speed up computations, we use patch pruning (i.e., for brain imaging, e.g., patches outside the brain are not predicted as the momentum is expected to be zero there) and a large pixel stride (e.g., 14 for 15 × 15 × 15 patches) for the sliding window of the predicted patches.
Correction network
We follow [20] and use a two-step approach to improve overall prediction accuracy. An additional correction step, i.e., a correction network, corrects the prediction of the initial prediction network. Fig. 2 illustrates this two-step approach graphically. The correction network has the same structure as the prediction network. Only the inputs and outputs differ. For the prediction network, the inputs are the original moving image and the original target image; output is the predicted initial momentum. For the correction network, the inputs are the original moving image and the warped target image; the output is the momentum difference.
SGR
Determining the initial image, I 0 , and the initial momentum, m 0 , of Eq. (1) is computationally costly. However, in simple geodesic regression, the initial image is fixed to the first image of a subject's longitudinal image set (leftmost part of Fig. 1) . Furthermore, the similarity measure d(·, ·) is chosen as the geodesic distance between images and approximated so that the geodesic regression problem can be solved by computing pair-wise image registrations with respect to the first image. Specifically, we define the quadratic distance d 2 between two images A and B as
where v * = arg min
Assume we have an image I(t 0 ) at time t 0 as well as two images A(t i ) and B(t i ). Further, assume that the spatial transformation Φ A maps A(t i ) to I(t 0 ) and Φ B maps B(
A . Assuming that the geodesic between I(t 0 ) and A(t i ) is parameterized by the initial velocity v A and between I(t 0 ) and B(t i ) by the initial velocity v B and that we travel between I(t 0 ) and A(t i ) in time t i − t 0 (and similarly for B(t i )) we can rewrite the map between A(t i ) and B(t i ) based on the exponential map as
which can be approximated to first order as
Hence, the squared geodesic distance between the two images can be approximated as 
where m is the sought-for initial momentum of the regression geodesic and m i are the initial momenta corresponding to the geodesic connecting I (the starting image of the geodesic) and the measurements Y i in time t i − t 0 . Differentiating Eq. (6) w.r.t. m results in
Thus,
In practice, σ 2 is very small and can thus be omitted. Furthermore, m i is obtained by either registering I to Y i in unit time or, as in our FPSGR approach, by predicting the momenta m i via FPIR, denoted as m i . As Equation 8 was derived assuming that images are transformed into each other in time t i − t 0 instead of unit time, the obtained unit-time predicted momenta m i correspond in fact to the approximation m i ≈ (t i −t 0 )m i . Finally, we obtain the approximated optimal m of the energy functional in Eq. (1), for a fixed I = I 0 as
Setup / Training
All our experiments use 3D images from the ADNI dataset 1 which consists of 6471 3D MR brain images of size 220 × 220 × 220 voxels. In particular, ADNI-1 contains 3479 images from 833 subjects and ADNI-2 contains 2992 images from 823 subjects. Images belong to various types of diagnostic categories which we will discuss later.
We perform the following two types of studies:
Registration We assess our hypothesis that training FPIR on longitudinal data for longitudinal registrations is preferred over training using cross-sectional data. Vice versa, training FPIR on cross-sectional data for cross-sectional registrations is preferred over training using longitudinal data. Comparisons are with respect to registration results obtained by numerical optimization (i.e., LDDMM).
Regression As for regression, we compare linear models fitted to atrophy scores over time, where scores are either obtained from FPSGR or optimization-based SGR. Additionally, we study correlations between atrophy scores and diagnostic groups. Our hypothesis is that FPSGR is accurate enough to achieve comparable performance to optimization-based SGR, at much lower computational cost, in both situations.
Training of the prediction models
We use a randomly selected set of 120 patients' MRI images from ADNI for training the prediction models and to test the performance of FPIR. We use all of the ADNI data for our regression experiments.
1 Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a publicprivate partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer's disease (AD).
Training for registration. We randomly selected 120 subjects from ADNI-1 and registered their baseline images to their 24 month follow-up images. We used the first 100 subjects for training and the remaining 20 subjects for testing. For longitudinal training, we registered the baseline image of a subject to the subject's 24-month image. For cross-sectional training, we registered a subject's baseline image to another subject's 24-month image. To assess the performance of prediction models trained on these two types of paired data, we (1) perform the same type of registrations on the held-out 20 subjects and (2) compare the 2-norm of the deformation error computed from the output of the prediction models with respect to the result obtained by numerical optimization of LDDMM 2 (which serves as the "ground-truth"). Table 1 shows the results which confirm our hypothesis that training the prediction model with longitudinal registration cases is preferred for longitudinal registration over training with cross-sectional data. The deformation error is very small for longitudinal training / testing which provides strong evidence that the predictive method exhibits performance comparable to the (costly) optimization-based LDDMM. Another interpretation of these results is, that it is beneficial to train a prediction model with deformations that are to be expected, i.e., relatively small deformations for longitudinal registrations and larger deformations for cross-sectional registrations. As we are interested in longitudinal registrations for the ADNI data, we only train our 3D models using longitudinal registrations in the following.
Training for regression. The ADNI-1 dataset contains 228 normal controls, 257 subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), 149 with late mild cognitive impairment (LMCI), as well as 199 subjects suffering from Alzheimer's disease (AD). We randomly picked roughly 1/6 of patients from each diagnostic category to form a set of 139 subjects for training in ADNI-1, i.e., 38 normal controls, 43 MCI, 25 LMCI, as well as 33 AD subjects; this results in 139 subjects overall. The baseline images of each subject were registered to all the later time-points within the same subject. To maintain the diagnostic ratio, we picked (out of all registrations) 45 registrations from the normal group, 50 registrations from the MCI group, 30 registrations from the LMCI group, and 40 registrations from the AD group, resulting in 165 longitudinal registration cases for training.
The same strategy was applied to ADNI-2. In detail, ADNI-2 contains 200 normal controls, 111 subjects with significant memory complaint (SMC), 182 subjects with early mild cognitive impairment (EMCI), 175 with late mild cognitive impairment (LMCI), and 155 subjects with Alzheimer's disease (AD). We picked 150 subjects and 140 longitudinal registrations, consisting of 35 registrations from the control group, 20 registrations from the SMC group, 30 registrations from the EMCI group, 30 registrations from the LMCI group, and 25 registrations from the AD group. Note that there are fewer registrations than subjects (140 vs. 150) in this setup, as our priority is to maintain the overall diagnostic ratio.
For both, ADNI-1 and ADNI-2, the remaining 5/6 of the data is used for testing. We trained four prediction models and their four corresponding correction models, leading to eight prediction models in total, listed in Table  2 . We also note that the training sets within ADNI-1 and ADNI-2, resp., were not overlapping. Table 2 : Overview of the trained prediction models.
ADNI-1 Pred

Parameter selection
We use the regularization kernel
The parameter σ, from equation (1), is set to 0.1. We train our network (using ADAM [30] ) over 10 epochs with a learning rate of 0.0001.
Efficiency
Once trained, the prediction models allow fast computations of registrations. We use a TITAN X (Pascal) GPU and PyTorch 3 for our implementation of FPIR. For the 3D ADNI-1 dataset (220 × 220 × 220 MR images), FPSGR took about one day to predict 2646 pairwise registrations (i.e., 25 [s]/prediction) and to compute the regression result. Optimization-based LDDMM 4 would require ≈ 40 days of runtime. Runtime for FPIR on ADNI-2 is identical to ADNI-1 as the images have the same spatial dimension. 
Distribution of prediction cases in
Experimental results for 3D ADNI data
For our experiments, we created 10 different (dataset, registration approach) combinations, each combination specifically designed to assess certain properties of our proposed strategy. These combinations are described next.
1) All subjects from the ADNI-1 dataset in combination with optimization-based LDDMM.
2) Two subgroups of ADNI-1 (i.e., different training data portions) in combination with FPSGR without a correction network.
3) The same two subgroups as in 2), but in combination with FPSGR with a correction network.
4) The same five groups of 1-3, but for ADNI-2.
Our general hypothesis is that the prediction models (for ADNI-1/2) show similar performance to optimizationbased LDDMM and that using the correction network for the predictions improves results. To assess differences, we compare differences in deformations. Specifically, for every deformation produced by the different approaches, we compute its Jacobian determinant (JD). The JDs are then warped to a common coordinate system for the entire ADNI dataset using existing non-linear deformations from [31, 32] . Each such spatially normalized JD is then averaged within a region where the rate of atrophy is significantly associated with Alzheimer's disease (AD), i.e., within a statistical region of interest (stat-ROI) (see Fig. 3 ). Specifically, we quantify atrophy as
where det(·) denotes the determinant and | · | the cardinality/size of a set; ω is an area in the temporal lobes which was determined in prior studies [31, 32] to be significantly associated with accelerated atrophy in Alzheimer's disease. The resulting scalar value is an estimate of the relative volume change experienced by that region between the baseline and a follow-up image. Hence, its sign is positive when the region has lost volume over time and is negative if the region has gained volume over time. We limited our experiments to the applications in [33, 34] , wherein nonlinear registration/regression is used to quantify atrophy within regions known to be associated to varying degrees with AD (2), mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (1) (including LMCI 5 ), and normal ageing (NC: normal control) (0) in an elderly population. These are the diagnostic groups for ADNI-1. For ADNI-2, there are also 3 diagnostic categories 6 : normal ageing (0) (including 5 We combine MCI and LMCI mainly because (a) the diagnostic changes available on the IDA website (https://ida.loni.usc.edu/ login.jsp) only provide these three diagnostic groups; (b) to be consistent with the experiments conducted by Hua et al. [33] , where only Normal, MCI and AD were used as labels to classify ADNI-1. Hereafter, in all discussions of ADNI-1, MCI is a combination of MCI and LMCI of ADNI-1 6 Similar to ADNI-1, a detailed diagnosis for ADNI-2 is only available for the baseline images; MR images at later time points are only labeled as NC, MCI, and AD. Thus, we combine SMC and NC, as well as EMCI and LMCI to be consistent with the diagnostic changes in the ADNI Diagnosis Summary available on the IDA website. Hereafter, in all discussions of ADNI-2, NC includes NC and SMC and MCI includes EMCI and LMCI. If these experiments resolve favorably, then the substantially improved computational efficiency of FPSGR justifies its use for large-scale imaging studies. Tables 3  and 4 show the distributions of the prediction cases per time-point and the diagnostic groups in ADNI-1 and ADNI-2, respectively. Table 1 indicates that FPIR can predict deformation fields similar to the ones obtained using optimization-based LDDMM, even for the subtle changes seen in longitudinal imaging data. However, it remains to be seen how a predictive model performs for image regression. Fig. 4 shows an exemplary regression result. In this specific case, large changes can be observed around the ventricles. To illustrate differences between the methods, Fig. 4 shows regression results based on optimization-based LDDMM, for FPSGR without a correction network, and for FPSGR with a correction network. All three methods successfully capture the expanding ventricles and generally capture the image changes. Both FPSGR methods show results that are highly similar to SGR using optimization-based LD-DMM. Hence, FPSGR is useful for longitudinal image regression. To further quantify the regression accuracy, we compute the overlay error between measured images and the images on the geodesic as
Regression results
where Ω is the brain area,
ti is the regressed image at time t i and Y i is the measured image at time t i . Table 5 shows the overlay error for the population of 100 subjects which includes all diagnostic groups in ADNI-1. Both Figure 4 : Exemplary regression result: one subject with 6 follow-up images from the ADNI-1 dataset. Image intensity range is [0, 2.49]. Top row: Axial slices extracted from the 3D MR images at the same axial location for different months. Original: intensity differences between the baseline image and its 6-month, 12-month, etc. follow-up image. LDDMM: intensity differences between the acquired images in the top row and optimization-based regression results at each follow-up month(s). Pred-1: intensity differences between the acquired images in the top row and the Pred-1 regression results at each follow-up month(s). Pred+Corr-1: Same as for Pred-1, but using the Pred+Corr-1 regression model. Rectangles mark areas of major structural changes. Intensity differences are dramatically reduced, e.g., around the ventricles, demonstrating that these structural changes are captured by all three methods. The prediction models (Pred-1, Pred+Corr-1) give very similar results to the regression results obtained by numerical optimization (LDDMM).
FPSGR methods obtain results comparable with optimizationbased LDDMM. This justifies the use of the proposed methods. The correction network generally increases the prediction accuracy over using the prediction network only.
Bias
Estimates of atrophy are susceptible to bias [35] . To quantitatively assess this potential bias, we separately considered different diagnostic groups. Specifically, we considered six diagnostic change groups in our experiments: (1) NC for all time points (NC-NC), (2) starting with NC and changing to MCI or AD at a later time point (NC-MCI), (3) MCI for all time points (MCI-MCI), (4) starting with MCI and reversing to NC at later time points (MCI-NC), (5) starting with MCI and changing to AD at later time points (MCI-AD), and (6) AD for all the time points (AD-AD) 7 . In particular, we follow [33] and fit a straight line (i.e., linear regression) through all atrophy measurements over time, conditioned on each diagnostic change category. The intercept term is an estimate of the atrophy one would measure when registering two scans acquired on the same day; hence it should be near zero and its 95% confidence interval should contain zero. Quantitatively, Table 6 lists the slopes, intercepts, and 95% confidence intervals for all
0.0770 ± 0.0212 0.0764 ± 0.0207 0.0890 ± 0.0220 0.0810 ± 0.0223 0.0899 ± 0.0341 0.0940 ± 0.0415 LDDMM 0.0750 ± 0.0194 0.0686 ± 0.0176 0.0734 ± 0.0190 0.0609 ± 0.0168 0.0628 ± 0.0177 0.0663 ± 0.0221 Pred-1 0.0754 ± 0.0213 0.0694 ± 0.0182 0.0742 ± 0.0195 0.0621 ± 0.0188 0.0654 ± 0.0184 0.0698 ± 0.0238 Pred+Corr-1 0.0754 ± 0.0211 0.0691 ± 0.0182 0.0734 ± 0.0192 0.0615 ± 0.0166 0.0642 ± 0.0188 0.0688 ± 0.0235 Table 5 : Mean+standard deviation of the overlay errors, see Eq. (11), over 100 patients in ADNI-1 dataset. Both prediction models exhibit performance comparable to optimization-based regression results (LDDMM). Including a correction network generally improves the performance of the prediction network.
ten groups of ADNI-1 and ADNI-2, respectively. LDDMM-1 and LDDMM-2 denote the optimization-based results split into the same testing groups used for Pred-1 and Pred-2 to allow for a direct comparison. All of the results show intercepts that are near zero relative to the range of changes observed and all prediction intercept confidence intervals contain zero. For all diagnostic change groups the prediction and prediction+correction models exhibit more stable results than the optimization-based LDDMM method as indicated by the tighter confidence intervals. Furthermore, all slopes are positive, indicating average volume loss over time. This is consistent with expectations for an aging and neuro-degenerative population. The slopes capture increasing atrophy with disease severity. In ADNI-1/ADNI-2, we expect Slope NC-NC < Slope MCI-NC < Slope NC-MCI < Slope MCI-AD < Slope AD-AD and all six experimental groups (i.e. LDDMM-1, Pred-1, Pred+Corr-1, LDDMM-2, Pred-2, and Pred+Corr-2) are generally consistent with this expectation. Exceptions happen in ADNI-2 for the NC-MCI and MCI-NC cases. As the number of subjects involved is relatively small, i.e., fewer than 20, compared with the other cases (roughly 100), one may speculate that this observation is caused by the limited number of data points for NC-MCI and MCI-NC as shown in the #data column of Table 6 . However, the behavior within each starting diagnostic category, is consistent, i.e., for NC Slope NC-NC < Slope NC-MCI and for MCI Slope MCI-NC < Slope MCI-MCI < Slope MCI-AD . Hence, all six groups' slope results in ADNI-1/ADNI-2 are generally consistent with our expectation (and also consistent with results in [33] ). The slope estimated from the prediction+correction results is larger than the slope estimated from the prediction model results and closer to the slope obtained from the optimization-based LDDMM results. This indicates that the correction network can improve prediction accuracy. Fig. 5 shows linear regression results for the estimated atrophy scores in ADNI-1/2 for the Pred+Corr-1 model. Both the data points themselves (i.e., the atrophy scores), as well as kernel density estimates for the linear trends for each subject are shown. These results are consistent with the results of Table 6 discussed above. We conclude that (1) neither LDDMM optimization nor FPSGR produced deformations with significant bias to overestimate or underestimate volume change; (2) a linear model of atrophy scores generated by FPSGR can capture intrinsic volume change (i.e., slope) among different diagnostic change groups. Note that our LDDMM optimization results and the prediction results show the same trends. Further, they are directly comparable as the results are based on the same test images (also for the atrophy measurements).
Atrophy
Atrophy estimates have also been shown to correlate with clinical variables [31] . To quantify this effect, we computed the Spearman rank-order correlation 8 between our atrophy estimates and the diagnostic groups (NC = 0, MCI = 1, AD = 2), and also between our atrophy estimates and the scores of the mini-mental state exam (MMSE). We applied the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [36] for all the correlation results in this paper to reduce the false discovery rate for multiple comparisons. The overall false discovery rate was set to be 0.01, which resulted in an effective significance level of α ≈ 0.0093. Detailed results can be found in Table 7 and Fig. 6 , respectively. In detail, for ADNI-1/2, we randomly selected 200 9 cases from each diagnostic category at each month and calculated the Spearman rank-order correlation. Fig. 6 shows the results for 50 repetitions. We observe median correlations for all four prediction models in the range of −0.36 to −0.75 for MMSE and 0.36 to 0.65 for diagnostic category. The correlations for all four prediction+correction models were in the range of −0.40 to −0.75 for MMSE and 0.36 to 0.65 for diagnostic category. Previous studies reported Pearson correlations between comparable atrophy estimates and clinical variables as high as −0.7 for MMSE and 0.5 for diagnostic category for 100 subjects [31, 32] .Our two optimization-based LDDMM results achieve median correlations ranging from −0.40 to −0.76 for MMSE and 0.40 to 0.66 for diagnostic category, which is very similar to the predction+correlation models. In general, the correction+prediction FPSGR models outperform the models using only the prediction network. Further, using the correction network, FPSGR achieved comparable and sometimes even slightly better performance compared to the optimization-based LDDMM SGR method, see Table 7 for additional quantitative results. Specifically, FPSGR using the prediction+correction network performs best in 8 out of 18 comparisons for MMSE and in 12 out of 20 comparisons for diagnostic group. In the cases where FPSGR with prediction+correction network did not perform best its difference to the best method was generally very small. In general FPSGR using the correction network performs better than FPSGR without the correction network. To check for statistical differences in the performance of FPSGR, we use a paired t-test. Table 8 shows the resulting p-values for the three methods: optimization-based SGR (i.e., LD-DMM), FPSGR without correction network (i.e., Pred) and FPSGR with correction network (i.e., Pred+Corr). In both correlation with MMSE and DX, FPSGR with correction network shows significantly better performance than LDDMM and FPSGR without correction network, which justifies the use of the FPSGR method. In summary, FPSGR captures correlations between atrophy and clinical measures well.
To further explore the correlations of atrophy with MMSE scores, we visualize them separated by diagnostic group where diagnosis did not change (i.e., NC-NC, MCI-MCI, AD-AD) in Fig. 7 . For the ADNI-1 dataset, we observe (as expected) very low correlations for the normal diagnostic group (with no clear trend), and much stronger correlations for the MCI and AD groups. MCI and AD also exhibit increasingly stronger correlations with time. In case of ADNI-2, the MCI group shows modest correlations, which remain consistent across time. Correlations are relatively low for the normal groups. The AD groups show increasingly strong correlations over time. In contrast to ADNI-1, ADNI-2 focuses mainly on earlier stages of the diagnostic groups [34] . Hence, the deformations in ADNI-2 are generally smaller than in ADNI-1. This may explain why the NC and MCI diagnostic groups show consistent correlation values over time (instead of stronger correlations as for AD in ADNI-2 or the MCI and AD groups in ADNI-1).
To address the question how stat-ROI specific measures behave over time, we explore how atrophy locally (i.e., voxel-by-voxel) correlates with MMSE. The local atrophy is defined as (1 − det(Dφ(x))) × 100 .
I.e., each voxel in a stat-ROI has an associated atrophy score. Fig. 8 shows kernel density estimates of the highest 10% local correlations in a violin plot. For the ADNI-1 MCI and AD groups, a clear shift toward stronger correlations can be observed over time, consistent with the boxplots of Fig. 7 . This indicates the progression of the disease. Correlations for the normal groups in ADNI 1/2 are mostly centered around a modest correlation (as expected). In ADNI-2, only the AD diagnostic group shows a shift towards stronger correlations over time. All the other diagnostic groups show a relatively consistent distribution over time. This is also consistent with Fig. 7. 
Justification of SGR
For simple geodesic regression to be a useful model it should outperform pairwise image registration. The main conceptual difference is that the regression model will recover an average trend based on multiple image time-points, i.e., the resulting regression geodesic will be a compromise between all the measurements. In contrast, for pairwise image registration (which can be seen as a trivial case of geodesic regression with two images only) Table 7 : FPSGR-derived correlations with clinical variables, compared to correlations with clinical variables for SGR using optimization-based LDDMM. The #data column lists the number of data points analyzed. Green indicates that FPSGR using the prediction+correction network shows the strongest correlations; Yellow indicates that FPSGR using the prediction network alone shows the strongest correlations; Red indicates that LDDMM SGR shows the strongest correlations. The MMSE column lists correlations between atrophy scores and the mini-mental state exam scores; the DX column lists correlations between atrophy score and diagnostic category. Finally, the p-value column(s) list the p-values for the nullhypothesis that there is no correlation. Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was employed to reduce the false discovery rate and Purple highlight indicates statistically significant. FPSGR using the prediction+correction network generally improves performance over using the prediction network alone and frequently even performs slightly better than the SGR results obtained by optimization-based LD-DMM. the deformation will in general be able to match the target image well. However, just as in linear regression, this may accentuate the effects of noise. In both setups, images can be interpolated or extrapolated based on the estimated geodesic. Tables 9 and 10 justify the use of SGR. Specifically, Table 9 shows linear regression results of atrophy measures over time as obtained via SGR (i.e., using an SGR fit over all time-points followed by atrophy computations based on the deformations of the regression geodesic) compared with atrophy measures obtained by pairwise registration. For both the ADNI-1 and the ADNI-2 datasets, SGR outperforms the pairwise registration approach in two aspects: (1) the estimated intercept of SGR is generally closer to zero than for the pairwise method and the intercept 95% confidence interval is narrower; (2) 11 out of 24 of the 95% confidence intervals of the pairwise methods show bias to either overestimate or underestimate volume change, while none of the SGR results show such significant bias. Table 10 compares the correlations between atrophy and clinical measures (MMSE and diagnostic category) of SGR and the pairwise approach. SGR performs better than the pairwise approach in 13 out of 18 cases for MMSE and in 15 out of 20 cases for the diagnostic cat- Table 9 : SGR prediction model compared with a pairwise prediction model. Slope and intercept values for simple linear regression of volume change over time. The notation for slope and intercept columns indicates [Lower bound of 95% C.I., point estimate, Upper bound of 95% C.I.]. Green indicates that the intercept is closer to zero (also, zero is within the 95% confidence interval) for SGR prediction model; Yellow indicates that the intercept is closer to zero for pairwise prediction model; Red indicates that the point estimate is either biased to overestimate or underestimate volume change. The SGR prediction model performs better than the pairwise prediction model.
Normality Test
egory. Furthermore, when the pairwise method is better than SGR, the difference is much smaller compared to the differences observed for the cases where SGR is better than the pairwise method. Also note that the pairwise method shows better performance in later months compared to earlier months. This could, for example, be because the deformations are larger for later time-points and hence the registration result becomes more stable, or because SGR is also heavily influenced by the last time-point. To address the above observation, we used a Shapiro-Wilk normality test and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. From Table 11 we see that we can reject the null-hypothesis of normality and hence, a paired t-test is not appropriate. As an method and in general also results in stronger correlations.
Forecasting
Another interesting question for SGR and geodesic regression in general is the suitability of the model for the data. To address this question, we evaluate if SGR can forecast unseen future time-points. Specifically we consider this question in two different scenarios: 
Q1) Extrapolate-clinical:
Can we extrapolate the SGR results into the future (to time-points that do not exist in the ADNI image dataset, but for the clinical data) while still obtaining strong correlations.
Q2) Extrapolate-image:
How well can correlations between atrophy and clinical measures be predicted for time-points when we do or do not use image data at that very time-point. We artificially leave out image measurements so that we can compare prediction results to results when we have the image measurement.
For both scenarios we use two different forecasting approaches. In the first approach (Forecast) we simply compute SGR results with the available image time-points and then extrapolate using the resulting regression geodesic to the desired time-point in the future. In the second approach (Replace), we artificially impute the missing image time-points by simply replacing them by the image at the closest measured time-point. For example, if we have images at 6, 12, and 18 month, but we want to forecast at 24 month, we use the 18 month image as the imputed 24 month image and then perform SGR on the 6, 12, 18, and the imputed 24 month images. We then obtain the deformation at 24 months from the SGR result.
ad Q1. Table 12 shows correlations between atrophy and the clinical measures for the Forecast results for 60 month, 72 month and 84 month.The resulting correlations of atrophy with diagnostic category are all above 0.3 (or below -0.3). Furthermore, the Forecast correlations show a downward trend with respect to time, which means that the prediction of "far-away" points is not as accurate as for the "near" future. On the other hand, SGR using the 6 month to 48 month time points results in correlation around -0.5 for MMSE and 0.5 for DX on average. Hence the correlation with the diagnostic category is consistent for that of 60 months. In other words, using 6 month to 48 month data, our prediction model can predict accu-rately up to 60 month. Our prediction+correction network performs as well as and even slightly better than SGR using optimization-based LDDMM. Fig. 10 shows that these forecasting results capture the trends of the changes in the temporal lobes near the hippocampus and changes in the ventricles.
ad Q2. Table 13 and Fig. 9 show Forecast and Replace results for correlations between atrophy and clinical measures in comparison to using all images. Specifically, for the Forecast and Replace results we did not use the available images at 36 and 48 month so we could compare against the results obtained when using these images. If FPSGR is a good model, it should results in correlation results as close to the correlation results using all images as possible. The Forecast correlations are only slightly weaker (0.02 to 0.05 lower) than the original correlations using all images illustrating that FPSGR can approximately forecast future changes.
The overall correlations in Table 13 show that the Replace group performs better than the Forecast group. In particular, we are also interested in the prediction of MCI converters, namely, MCI to NC, MCI to MCI, and MCI to AD. The boxplots in Fig. 9 show the correlations for such predictions. The Replace group in Fig. 9 show relatively worse correlation performance than the Forecast group in ADNI-1 Pred-1 and consistent performance in ADNI-1 Pred-2. Hence SGR on a longitudinal image data can achieves good forecasting result for MCI converters.
Thus, both Extrapolate-clinical and Extrapolateimage experiments justify the use of FPSGR in predicting near future longitudinal trends especially for MCI converters.
Jacobian Determinant (JD)
The average JD images qualitatively agree with prior results [33, 34] : severity of volume change increases with severity of diagnosis and time. Change is most substantial in the temporal lobes near the hippocampus (see Fig. 10 ). In Fig. 10, 6 month to 48 month are existing data points; 60 month to 84 month are forecast results. Blue indicates volume loss. Red indicates expansion. Results are consistent with expectations: volume loss increases with time and severity of diagnosis in temporal lobes; volume expansion increases with respect to time and severity of diagnosis around the ventricles / cerebrospinal fluid. The forecast results capture visually sensible volume loss or expansion over time, qualitatively illustrating the performance of our method. Average Jacobian determinant over time and diagnostic category for ADNI-1 Prediction-1 and ADNI-1 Prediction+Correction-1 (experiments in ADNI-2 show similar results). A value < 1 means shrinkage and value > 1 means expansion. The 60 month -84 month results contained in the purple rectangle are forecasts using the data from 6 month -48 month. Results show consistent volume loss over time near the temporal lobes and expansion over time near the ventricles/cerebrospinal fluid.
Conclusion and future work
In this work, we proposed a fast approach for geodesic regression (FPSGR) to study longitudinal image data. FPSGR incorporates the recently proposed FPIR [19, 20] into the SGR [15] framework, thus leading to a computationally efficient solution to geodesic regression. Since FPSGR replaces the computationally intensive intermediate step of computing pairwise initial momenta via a deep-learning prediction method, it is orders of magnitude faster than existing approaches [15, 28] , without compromising accuracy. Consequently, FPSGR facilitates the analysis of large-scale imaging studies. Experiments on the ADNI-1/ADNI-2 datasets demonstrate that FPSGR captures expected atrophy trends of normal aging, MCI and AD. It further (1) exhibits negligible bias towards volume changes within stat-ROIs, (2) shows high correlations with clinical variables (MMSE and diagnosis) and (3) produces consistent forecasting results on unseen data.
In future work, it will be be interesting to explore FPSGR for the task of classifying stable Mild Cognitive Impairment (sMCI) and progressive Mild Cognitive Impairment (pMCI). Currently, FPSGR only shows modest accuracy for distinguishing these types within MCI. Extending our approach to time-warped geodesic regression models [9] might improve the accuracy in this context. Furthermore, end-to-end prediction of averaged initial momenta would be an interesting future direction, as this would allow learning representations that characterize the geodesic path among multiple time-series images, not only based on averages of momenta for two images as in FPIR [19, 20] .
